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Integration of IP services with the IT network
is yet to reach one critical area: Industrial
Control Systems (ICS) networks. ICS

networks use standard components, but the
industrial devices they control and manage are
specialised. Their supervision and control is
critical and not to be confused with IoT.

Devices, including programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) interface with and control
industrial plant and machinery, across a range
of industries - Critical Infrastructure, Oil, Gas
and Chemical production, Transportation,
Water etc. Coalescing under the relatively new
term Operational Technology (OT), its
relationship with IT is a work in progress. 

Despite the distinctions, the requirement to
effectively monitor, analyse and visualise ICS
networks operationally, as well as for
cybersecurity, is intense and critical.
SCADAguardian undertakes the task.

The appliance - virtual, hardware or
ruggedised - passively monitors using port
mirroring. Management is by an HTTPS UI for
each appliance, or using Central Management
Console (CMC) for multiple appliances.
Subscription-based vulnerability and signature
database OT ThreatFeed improves cyber
defence with Intrusion Detection.

Using the UI, a VM instance and a test
network, we ran Learning Mode and could see
Dashboard, Alerts, Environment and Analysis
Tabs. The blank Network Environment Graph
quickly populated with network diagrams from
discovered connections, showing Nodes, Links,
and Device information. Continuing

dynamically this was augmented and modified
as devices were added or removed. This
Learning Mode baseline is used to detect
deviation and exception once in Protection
Mode. Embedded rules augmented by
Machine Learning inform AI, creating detailed
behaviour profiles for every device.

From a detail pane and drill down we
could determine Cluster and Node
information including device, host name, IP
and MAC address, patch level and loads
more. Using Perspective we manipulated
gathered data to create very specific views,
isolating network noise for the task in hand:
PCAP files can be exported.  

The Network Graph view shows overall
traffic and filters display traffic for specific
devices or protocols incredibly easily. Big
picture information was consistently
impressive, but granularity and detail was
always quickly on hand. 

Network Map data creates an Inventory view
and exactly what an authenticated user can
access and change is controlled using role-
based access.  

Dashboard can be templated, and widgets
moved around and customised to create
easy to use, relevant views. Monitoring
operational data for example, network
transmission retries may identify a failing NIC
for pre-failure replacement. 

Running in Protection mode, changes to the
baseline are flagged and can be added,
rejected or investigated. Care must be exercised

with Learning Mode, especially if cyber
compromise is suspected. Baseline elements
can be removed or modified. From Process
Mode we observed real-time data, device or
link history and were confident that reported
data was from that device, not fabricated
through compromise, as in the Stuxnet incident. 

In addition to proactively examining data and
analysis, alerts using normal operational
ranges against a number of vectors warn of
emerging maintenance tasks or early stage
cyber-attack: alerts are correlated and grouped
to aid incident management: SCADAguardian
can feed the SOC using SIEM and TMP
integrations and also integrate with Ticket
Management Systems and firewalls.

While Anomaly Detection, Signature Engines,
Vulnerability Assessment and DPI create a
threat profile, Yara and Packet rules identify
elements of unknown attack vectors, creating
Hybrid Threat Detection. Related discoveries
are moved to a Sandbox for safe testing and
the Custom Rules Engine can help enforce
compliance requirements. 

While we sort out how ICS networks work with
IT they must still be managed and secured, and
dependency reaches all the way to Critical
Infrastructure. If you need to know what talks to
what in your ICS network, when, and what they
say, then SCADAguardian is a flexible, friendly,
and highly effective option. NC
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